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ABSTRACT
In this paper we address all the problems and solutions of converting a measured point cloud into a realistic 3D polygonal model that can satisfy high modeling and visualization demands. Close range photogrammetry deals since many years with manual or automatic image measurements. Now 3D scanners are also becoming a standard source for input data in many application areas, providing for millions of points. As a consequence, the problem of generating high quality polygonal meshes of objects from unorganized point clouds is receiving more and more attention. After reviewing the different 3D shape techniques for surface reconstruction, we will report the full process of converting a usually unstructured point cloud into a consistent polygonal model. Some triangulation algorithms, modeling methods and visualization techniques are also described and different examples are presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The reconstruction of precise surfaces from unorganized point clouds derived from laser scanner data or photogrammetric image measurements is a very hard problem, not completely solved and problematic in case of incomplete, noisy and sparse data. The generation of polygonal models that can satisfy high modeling and visualization demands is required in different applications, like video-games, movies, virtual reality applications, e-commerce and other graphics applications. The goal is always to find a way to create a computer model of an object which best fit the reality. Polygons are usually the ideal way to accurately represent the results of measurements, providing an optimal surface description. While the generation of digital terrain models has a long tradition and has found efficient solutions, the correct modeling of closed surfaces or free-form objects is of recent nature, a not completely solved problem and still an important issue investigated in many research activities.

The wide range of applications from which the data may emerge (e.g. manufacturing, reverse engineering, cultural heritage, architecture) implies that the data can have quite different properties that must be considered in the solution of the surface interpolation problem. Many methods have been developed [Mencl, 2001] to create a regular and continuous (triangular) mesh representation from a point cloud. Then given the polygonal surface, various techniques can be used for post-processing operations (smoothing, texturing) and for the visualization of the 3D model [Patias, 2001a].

This paper comes from our experience and research in the photogrammetric field. This work wants to put together almost all the current methods and techniques for modeling and visualization of 3D scenes, in particular obtained from measured point clouds. After a short overview of common modeling and visualization terms, a review of the different techniques to recover 3D shapes is reported (section 3). In section 4 the process of converting a usually unstructured point cloud into a consistent polygonal model ("triangulation") is described. Finally visualization packages and techniques are reviewed and discussed.

2. TERMINOLOGY
Nowadays it is very common to read and hear words like Rendering, Shading or NURBS and maybe we are not really familiar with the correct meaning. Before going into details regarding the modeling and visualization aspects, a short list of important terms, which does not cover all the aspects of the presented subjected, is reported. More information are provided in [Patias, 2001a].

- Aliasing: it is the undersampling of a signal (e.g. geometry or texture) that causes artifacts; in case of raster devices, like a computer screen, lines appears jagged when a vector image is drawn. The minimization of the appearance of jagged edges of polygons or lines during the visualization is called anti-aliasing.
- Breakline: feature line or polyline representing a ridge or some other feature (e.g. folds) that the user wishes to preserve in a mesh made up of polygonal elements. Therefore a breakline is a singularity on a surface, like an edge to which the polygons should conform to, i.e., not intersect.
- Level of detail (LoD): it is the amount of information (detail) or complexity of any object that is displayed at any particular time. The LoD is usually a function of the distance of the object from the viewer.
- Mesh: it is a collection of triangular (or quadrilateral) contiguous, non-overlapping faces joined together along their edges. A mesh therefore contains vertices, edges and faces and its easiest representation is a single face. Sometimes it is also called TIN, Triangulated Irregular Network. Finite element methods are generally used to generate a surface mesh.
- Modeling: the (mathematical) construction and computer implementation of an object, by defining points in a 3 dimensional array. This array is based on the X, Y and Z axis of geometric space. Then, different sets of these points are mathematically ‘joined’ by e.g. lines, to create polygons and the polygons joined to create objects. The simplest result is usually displayed as a wireframe model.
• Open GL: a 3D graphics programmer interface, initially design by SGI and now developed by several companies, to improve the performances of graphical hardware supporting the Open GL standard. Direct3D (by Microsoft) is another standard implementation.

• Rendering: a usually realistic drawing of 3D objects using computer technologies. In order to render an object, certain properties like transparency, colour, diffuse or specular reflection and refraction must be assigned to it and to the surrounding environment. Two common rendering techniques are called ray tracing (it renders the model object by object (or better pixel by pixel), testing if a ray intersects any object in the scene and calculating the light intensity in that particular direction) and scanline rendering (it renders the image of an object as a series of horizontal or vertical lines). Ray tracing is not suitable for real-time visualization. Scanline does not produce as realistic results as ray tracing, but it is frequently used in animation packages where the image quality of the single frames is not so important. Rendering can be geometry-based or image-based (usually called ‘Texture mapping’).

• Shading: it is the assignment of surface properties to an object. They are colour, normal information, reflectance, transparency and lighting model.

• Splines: A piecewise polynomial function that can have a locally very simple form but at the same time be globally flexible and smooth. Splines are very useful for modeling arbitrary functions and are used extensively in computer graphics for free-form curves and surfaces representation. A class of parametric curves and surfaces is the Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline (NURBS) curve or surface. They are the generalization of non-rational B-splines, which are basis of polynomial function based on rational Bézier curves.

• Surface: a compact, connected, orientable 2 or 3D manifold, possibly with boundary. A surface without boundary will be called a closed surface. A surface can be geometrically represented in implicit form (locus of solution of the function \( F(x,y,z)=0 \)) or parametric form (a collection of parametric patches properly joined together). Surfaces, which cannot be described in an analytic form, are called free-form surfaces.

3. 3D SHAPE TECHNIQUES FOR 3D MODEL RECONSTRUCTION

The methods to recover 3D shapes and models can be divided into two classes:
1. systems based on objects measurements;
2. systems that do not use measurements.

3.1 Systems based on measurements

These techniques (based on images or on active 3D sensors) can be mainly divided in 2 categories:

• methods based on triangulation (Figure 1): they use image measurements [Remondino, 2003; D’Apuzzo 2002], structured light [Maas, 1992; Gartner et al, 1995; Sablatnig et al., 1997], coded light [Wahl, 1984], laser light [11, Sequeira et al., 1999].
• methods that do not require correspondences: they estimate surface normals instead of 3D data. Examples are shape from shading [Horn et al., 1989], shape from texture [Kender, 1978], shape from specularit [Healey et al., 1987], shape from contour (medical applications) [Meyers et al., 1992; Minoru et al., 1993; Ulupinar et al. 1995], shape from 2D edge gradients [Winkelbach et al., 2001]. Other approaches use active 3D sensors with the time-of-flight principle (in particular for large structures) [48].

Passive image-based methods (e.g. photogrammetry or computer vision) acquire 3D measurements from single images (section 6) or multi-stations; they use projective geometry [Pollefeys, 2000] or perspective camera model [Gruen et al., 2002c; Remondino, 2003]; they are very portable and the sensors are not expensive. On the other hand, 3D active sensors (mainly laser scanners) are becoming a common approach for objects or scenes recording and a standard source for geometric input data. They provide for millions of points and often also for the associated colour. But these sensors are quite expensive, designed for specific applications and depend on the reflective characteristics of the surface. A review of optical methods and active range sensors for 3D measurements is presented in [Beraldin et al., 2000; Chen et al, 2000; Blais, 2003].

Figure 1: 3D model of human produced with a Cyberware Body Scanner [11] (left). A bundle adjustment solution for multi-image photogrammetric reconstruction (center; Source: Photomodeler [31]). A point cloud generated with a matching algorithm on 5 images (right) [D’Apuzzo, 2002].

3.2 Systems not based on measurements

They are commercial computer animation software (Table 2) that allow the generation of 3D models starting from simple elements like polygonal boxes. They generally subdivide and smooth polygons using 3D splines; they do not use any measurement providing for realistic results (Figure 2). They are mainly used in the animation community for movies and video-games [44].

Figure 2: 3D model created with computer animation software. Left: 3D Studio Max [3], right: Lightwave [23].
3.3 Photogrammetric reconstruction and modeling process

Photogrammetry, by definition, obtains reliable measurements and 3D models by means of photographs. It deals since many years with the 3D reconstruction of objects from one or more images: even if it mostly requires precise calibration and orientation procedures, reliable packages are now available (e.g. Photomodeler [31], ShapeCapture [38], Australis [7]). The overall process, described in Figure 3, consists of few well-known steps:

- Design (sensor and network geometry)
- Measurements (point clouds, lines, etc.)
- Structuring/Modeling (geometry, texture)
- Visualization/Analysis of the results

Figure 3: Photogrammetric reconstruction process as presented in [Gruen, 2002b]

Nowadays, the recovery of the sensor (and network) geometry and the measurement phase are mainly separated from the modeling and visualization part. But in many applications [Gruen, et al., 2002c] this gap must be bridged in order to perform correct measurements and recover realistic 3D models.

The measurement step can be performed with manual or automatic procedures. Automated photogrammetric matching algorithms can produce very dense point clouds, but mismatches, irrelevant points and missing parts could be present in the results, requiring a post-processing check of the data. These automated procedures usually do not take into consideration the geometrical conditions of the surface's object and mainly work with smoothing constraints: therefore is often quite difficult to turn randomly generated point clouds into polygonal structures of high quality and without losing important information. Nowadays 3D laser scanners are also becoming a common source of input data, providing for big data sets. Therefore the modeling problem of these unorganized point clouds is receiving great attention.

On the other hand, if the measurements are done in manual or semi-automatic mode, there is a higher reliability of the measures but a smaller number of points that describe the object; moreover it is very important for the operator to understand the functional behaviour of the following 3D modeling software to perform correct measurements. In this context an on-line modeler that project onto the stereomodel the generated mesh to control the agreement between measurements and the structure of the object would be very useful.

After the measurements, modeling and visualization of the results can be performed with different techniques, as described in section 4 and section 5.

4. SURFACE RECONSTRUCTION AND MODELING

In this section the generation of surfaces (in particular free-form and closed surfaces) from point clouds produced with laser scanner or stereo measurements is described. Other methods, e.g. based on shape from texture, shape from shadow or surface from contours are not considered here.

The goal of surface reconstruction can be stated as follows: given a set of sample points P assumed to lie on or near an unknown surface S, create a surface model S' approximating S. A surface reconstruction procedure cannot guarantee the recovering of S exactly, since we have information about S only through a finite set of sample points. Sometimes additional information of the surface (e.g. breaklines) can be available and, in general, as the sampling density increases, the output result S' is more likely topologically correct and converges to the original surface S. A good sample should be dense in detailed area and sparse in featureless parts. Usually if the input data does not satisfy certain properties required by the algorithm (like good distribution and density, little noise), the reconstruction program produces incorrect or maybe impossible results. Therefore, the correct reconstruction method depends on the application and for each application, the right algorithm (program) must be used.

Why is the surface reconstruction a difficult problem? Firstly the measured points are usually unorganized and often noisy; moreover the surface can be arbitrary, with unknown topological type and with sharp features. Therefore the reconstruction method must infer the correct geometry, topology and features just from a finite set of sample points.

4.1 Classification of the reconstruction algorithms

It is very complicated to classify all the reconstruction methods. The universe of algorithms is quite large but in this section we attempt to report them according to some categories, like 'used approach', 'type of data' or 'representation'. Some algorithms could belong to different groups, therefore we list them only once. In [Boissonnat et al., 2002] the approaches for surface meshing of unorganized point clouds are organized in four categories, while an overview of the algorithms, updated to 1998, is also presented in [Mencl et al., 1998].

Our first and very general classification is done according to the quality (type) of the input data:

- Unorganized point clouds: algorithms working on unorganized data have no other information on the input data except their spatial position. They do not use any assumption on the object geometry and therefore, before generating a polygonal surface, they usually structure the points according to their coherence. They need a good distribution of the input data and if the points are not uniformly distributed they easily fail.
- Structured point clouds: algorithms based on structured data can take into account additional information of the points (e.g. breaklines).

A further distinction can be done according to their spatial subdivision:

- Surface oriented algorithms do not distinguish between open and closed surfaces. Most of the available algorithms belong to this group [Hoppe et al., 1992, Mencl, 2001].
- Volume oriented approaches work in particular with closed surfaces and generally are based on the Delaunay tetrahedrization of the given set of sample points [Boissonat, 1984; Isselhard et al., 1997; Curless et al., 1996].

Another classification is based on the type of representation of the surface:

- Parametric representation: these methods represent the surface as a number of parametric surface patches, described by parametric equations. Multiple patches may then be
pieced together to form a continuous surface. Examples of parametric representations include B-spline, Bezier curves, and Coons patches [Terzopoulos, 1988].

- **Implicit representation**: these methods try to find a smooth function that passes through all positions where the implicit function evaluates to some specified value (usually zero) [Gotsman et al., 1998].

- **Simplicial representation**: in this representation the surface is a collection of simple entities including points, edges and triangles. This group includes Alpha shapes [Edelsbrunner et al., 1994] and the Crusts algorithm [Amenta et al., 1998].

Always according to the way of representation, approximated or interpolated surfaces can be generated:

- **Approximated surfaces** do not always contain all the original points, but points as near as possible to them. They can use a distance function (shortest distance of a point in space from the generated surface) to estimate the correct mesh [Hoppe et al., 1992]. In this group we can also insert the warping-based surface reconstruction (they deform an initial surface so that it gives a good approximation of the given set of points) [Muraki, 1991] and the implicit surface fitting algorithms (they fit e.g. piecewise polynomial functions to the given set of points) [Moore et al., 1990].

- **Interpolated surfaces** are instead used when precise models are requested: all the input data are used and a correct connection of them is necessary [Dey et al., 2001].

Finally, we can classify the reconstruction methods according to the different assumptions of the algorithm:

- **Algorithms assuming fixed topological type**: they usually assume that the topological type of the surface is known a priori (e.g. plane, cylinder or sphere) [Brinkley, 1985; Hastie et al., 1989]

- **Algorithms exploiting structure or orientation information**: many surface reconstruction algorithms exploit the structure of the data for the surface reconstruction. For example, in case of multiple scans, they can use the adjacency relationship of the data within each range image [Merrian, 1992]. Other reconstruction methods instead use knowledge of the orientation of the surface that is supplied with the data. For example, if the points are obtained from volumetric data, the gradient of these data can provide orientation information useful for the reconstruction [Miller et al., 1991].

### 4.3 Pre-processing operations

Editing operations on the measured points are very important before generating a triangular surface. The pre-processing operations usually are:

- **data sampling**, based on the curvature of the points or uniformly apply. In case of scanner data, this step is mandatory in order to reduce the input redundancy (down-sampling) and to remove a certain amount of errors introduced because of to the scanning device limitations [Schreiber, 1993; Floater et al., 1998].

- **noise reduction and outliers rejection**: statistical methods are applied taking into consideration the surface curvature and trying to preserve the measured features. In case of image matching results, wrong correspondences can be removed automatically [Fua et al., 1992; Borghese et al., 2000] or manually with visual inspection.

- **holes filling**: gaps in the point clouds are closed adding (manually or automatically) new points and using the curvature and density of the surrounding points.

### 4.4 Triangulation or mesh generation

It is the core part of almost all reconstruction programs. See the book by [Edelsbrunner, 2001] for a good and recent introduction to the topic. A triangulation converts the given set of points into a consistent polygonal model (mesh). This operation partitions the input data into simplices and usually generates vertices, edges and faces (representing the analysed surface) that meet only at shared edges. Finite element methods are used to discretize the measured domain by dividing it into many small ‘elements’, typically triangles or quadrilaterals in two dimensions and tetrahedra in three dimensions. An optimal triangulation is defined measuring angles, edge lengths, height of the elements while the error of the finite element approximations is usually related to the minimum angle of the elements. The vertices of the triangulation can be exactly the input points or extra points, called Steiner points, which are inserted to create a more optimal mesh [Bern et al., 1992]. Triangulation can be performed in 2D or in 3D, according to the geometry of the input data.

#### 4.4.1 2D Triangulation

The input domain is a polygonal region of the plane and, as result, triangles that intersect only at shared edges and vertices are generated. A well known construction method is the Delaunay triangulation (DT) that simultaneously optimize several of the previous mentioned quality measures. [Fortune, 1992].

![Voronoi diagram and Delaunay triangulation](image)

---

**Figure 4**: Voronoi diagram (left) and Delaunay triangulation (right) of the same set of points. In Voronoi, each region consists of the part of the plane nearest to that node. Connecting the nodes of the Voronoi cells that have common boundaries forms the Delaunay triangles.
Delaunay criterion ensures that no vertex lies within the interior of any of the circumcircles of the triangles in the network. DT of a given set of point is the dual of the Voronoi diagram (also called the Thiessen or Dirichlet tessellation), as shown in Figure 4.

4.4.1.1 2.5D Triangulation
The input data is a set of points P in a plane along with a real and unique elevation function f(x,y) at each point (x,y) ∈ P. A 2.5D triangulation creates a linear function F interpolating P and defined on the region bounded by the convex hull of P. For each point p in P, F(p) is the weighted average of the elevation of the vertices of the triangle that contains p. Usually Delaunay triangulation is used as interpolation function. According to the data structure, regularly or almost randomly distributed, the generated surface is called elevation grid or TIN (Triangulated Irregular Network) model.

4.4.1.2 Surfaces for 3D models
The input data is always a set of point P in R^3, but no more restricted on a plane; therefore the elevation function f(x,y) is no more unique. The input set is also called unorganized point cloud.

4.4.2 3D Triangulation
The triangulation in 3D is called tetrahedralization or tetrahedrization. A tetrahedralization is a partition of the input domain into a collection of tetrahedra that meet only at shared faces (vertices, edges or triangles). Tetrahedralization results are much more complicated than a 2D triangulation. The types of input domains could be simple polyhedron (sphere), non-simple polyhedron (torus) or point clouds.

4.5 Post-processing operations
The created polygons usually need some refinements to correct imperfections or errors in the surface. These operations (mainly manually) vary from single triangles editing to surface corrections:
- edges correction: faces can be splitted (divided in two parts), moved to another location or contracted.
- triangles insertion: holes can be filled constructing polygonal structures that respect the surrounding area; incomplete meshes can also be repaired with radial basis function [Carr et al., 2001] or with volumetric approach [Curless et al., 1996].
- polygons editing: the number of polygons can be reduced, preserving the shape of the object or fixing the boundary points (other automatic operations, used in particular for compression of polygonal structures, are described in section 5.4). The polygonal model can also be improved adding new vertices and adjusting the coordinates of existing vertices. Moreover spikes can be removed with smooth functions.

Figure 5: Smoothing of spikes, noise or bad polygons on a polygonal model [14].

4.6 Modeling software
Modeling software are packages that perform all the operations described in the precedent sections. Polygons are usually the ideal way to accurately represent the results of measurements, providing an optimal surface description. Therefore, with the improving of 3D measurement techniques (in particular 3D laser scanners), tools producing polygonal surfaces from point clouds (we called them 'reverse engineering software') are becoming more and more necessary for accurate representations of organized or unorganized 3D data (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paraforms</th>
<th>3D Reshaper</th>
<th>Geomagic</th>
<th>Cyclone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FarField</td>
<td>Imageware Surfer</td>
<td>Polyworks</td>
<td>Solid Works</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapidform</td>
<td>Spatial Analyzer</td>
<td>AutoCAD</td>
<td>MicroStation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Commercial 'reverse engineering' and CAD software for modeling applications.

But at the same time, powerful 3D modeling and rendering packages (we call them 'computer animation software'), mainly spline-based, including tools for 3D object modeling (from pre-defined primitives like cubes, sphere, cones, etc.), lighting controls and texture mapping are increasing their popularity, especially in the graphic community (Table 2). They generally do not allow importing 3D point clouds and their final goal is usually the animation of the created model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Softimage 3D</th>
<th>Poser</th>
<th>Extreme 3D</th>
<th>3D Shockwave</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EasyModel</td>
<td>Amira</td>
<td>Cinema 4D</td>
<td>Animation Master</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhinoceros</td>
<td>AC3D</td>
<td>I-Sculpt</td>
<td>Corel Dream 3D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D Studio Max</td>
<td>Maya</td>
<td>Lightwave</td>
<td>Model Magic 3D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vue</td>
<td>Bryce</td>
<td>RenderMan</td>
<td>World Builder</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Some computer animation packages.

There are also some packages and libraries, mostly developed in the universities, that are free (or shareware) on the Internet for public download and test, like Cocone (it allows importing point clouds) [9], Amapi [5], Blender [8], GLUT or GL Space [17]. Imagine [20]; VolPack (it imports data sampled on a 3D regular grid) [45]. They usually produce realistic results but are not suitable for very big data sets.

All the computer animation software (Table 2) provides animation functions while, generally, 'reverse engineering' software cannot produce videos.

More information concerning modeling software, discussion forums, books, 3D laser scanners and tutorials is available at [40, 44].

5. VISUALIZATION
In many applications like particle tracking, fog, clouds or water visualization and with large amount of points, the data can be visualized by just drawing all the samples [Reeves, 1983; Pfister et al., 2000]. However, for some objects (and not very dense point clouds) this technique does not give good results and does not provide realistic visualization. Moreover the visualization of a 3D model is often the only product of interest for the external world and remains the only possible contact with the model. Therefore a realistic and accurate visualization is often required.

In the photogrammetric community, the first attempts in the visualization of 3D models were done at the beginning of the '90. Small objects (e.g. architectural models, cars, human
faces) were displayed in wireframe format [Gruen et al., 1988], or using CAD packages [Streilein et al., 1991], while terrain models were visualized in perspective wireframe models with draping of orthophotos or orthophotomaps [Baltsavias et al., 1991]. Nowadays, with the increasing of the computer memories, shade and texture are added to all the models, but in order to accurate visualize big data sets, much information contained in photogrammetric models is often reduced [Patias, 2001b]. The consequences are that the accuracy of the data is lost (many tools use single precision files) as well as the geo-referencing (most of the software have their own coordinate systems) and that high resolution textures are unusable (because of the control on the Level of Detail). On the other end, low accuracy in the visualization does not attract the end-users and cannot justify the high cost of producing the photogrammetric 3D model.

5.1 Ways to display 3D models

After the creation of a triangular mesh (section 4), the results are usually visualized, according to the used package and the requirements, in the following manners:

- **Wireframe mode:** it is the easiest way of representing a 3D object. It consists of points, lines and curves and describes only the edges in a transparent drawing, without texture or shading information. This technique is mainly used in computer-aided design (CAD) packages.

- **Shaded mode:** it is based on the optical theory (Lambert's Cosine Law) which states that the brightness of any small area (polygon) of a perfectly diffuse undulating surface arises as the cosine of the angle of incident parallel light. There are many different shading algorithms, the most well known are flat shading and smooth shading. The key difference between flat and smooth shading is in the way that the normals are used. Flat shading simply assigns each triangle a normal vector and the lighting is done individually on each face. For smooth shading, the surface normals of the surrounding faces are averaged and at each vertex is assigned a normal. Flat (or constant) shading is valid for small object and if the source light and the viewer are at infinity; for high detail levels, a great number of flat shaded polygons is required, therefore it is of little value for realism. Smooth (or interpolated) shading can be applied with many algorithms, but the two "classic" approaches are Gouraud and Phong. Gouraud shading specifies a colour for each vertex and polygon and then intermediate colours are generated along each edge by interpolation between the vertex and polygon and then intermediate colours are interpolated) shading can be applied with many algorithms, but the two "classic" approaches are Gouraud and Phong. Gouraud shading specifies a colour for each vertex and polygon and then intermediate colours are generated along each edge by interpolation between the vertices. Phong shading requires a normal interpolation for each pixel and so is quite prohibitive and time consuming for real-time use.

- **Textured mode:** it is used for photorealistic visualization of the 3D models (image-based rendering). Texture mapping in its simplest form involves a single texture (image, orthophoto) being mapped onto the surface composed of one or more polygons. When mapping an image onto an object, the colour of the object at each pixel is modified by the corresponding colour derived from the texture. Compared to flat shading, texture mapping can reduce the number of used polygons, but increase the 'weight' of the model (in terms of visualization). A lot of memory is required for rendering realistic 3D texturized model: therefore a new graphic interface, called AGP (Accelerated Graphics Port), has been developed [18]. AGP allows the texture to be stored in a main memory more powerful than video memory and can speed up the transfer of large textures between memory, CPU and video adapter.

In case of 3D terrain model (DTM) other common methods of representation are the contour maps, the colour shaded models (hypsometric shading) or the slope maps. In a contour map, contour lines are generated and displayed from the terrain models by intersecting horizontal planes with the network. In a colour shaded model, the height information of the model are displayed with colours.

In general, creating realistic 3D models (shaded or texturized) helps to visualize the final result much better than a wireframe representation. With a wireframe, because no hidden surface removal is performed, it is not always clear to distinguish e.g. from which viewpoint we are looking at the model. Instead shading and rendering can greatly enhance the realism of the model. To decide which type of model to produce, we have to consider different factors, like time, hardware and needs. If the time is limited or the hardware cannot stand big files, detailed shaded models might not be necessary. On the other hand, presentations or virtual flights do require texturized models.

![Figure 6: A closed view of a 3D model of the Bamiyan Buddha represented in wireframe, flat shaded and textured mode](image)

5.2 Visualization packages and 3D file formats

Visualization tools and software are available in different forms, freeware or commercial, for big models or small data sets (Table 3): some packages are also able to insert information like text documents, hyperlinks, sounds and movies. Some of them are programmed just to display 3D scenes and with few "edit" functions (VRML viewers, Skyline [39], etc.). On the other hand computer animation software (Table 2) always allow visualization and animation functions but cannot import many 3D formats. Until few years ago CAD packages could mainly generate 3D volume models and visualize them in wireframe or texturized mode; but nowadays they can also render real world free-form objects as accurately as graphical packages do, like 3D Studio Max [3] or Maya [25] (Figure 7).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
<th>File Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AutoCAD</td>
<td>Dxf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArchInfo</td>
<td>Dwg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual GIS</td>
<td>Max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TerraVista</td>
<td>Dxf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyberwalk</td>
<td>Dwg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idrisi</td>
<td>Dxf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vizuozo</td>
<td>Dwg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TerrainView</td>
<td>Dxf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SolidWorks</td>
<td>Dwg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vrwave</td>
<td>Scn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scene Viewer</td>
<td>Csm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosmo Player</td>
<td>Csm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventor</td>
<td>Vvx3D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vx3D</td>
<td>GeoView</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Some visualization packages. The italic software is free on the Internet. Other commercial solutions available for terrain model visualization are provided by [43].

According to the type of model (terrain or small object) and the required visualization (animation, flight through, static display) different packages can be used: some are specific
and usable only with particular models, others can read different 3D formats (Table 4). For a first use, it is very difficult to select the correct package, as it needs different tests and practical work on it with different data sets to choose the right product.

The visualization software can be classified using different quality criteria or parameters (interactivity, antialiasing, Level of Detail); a common one divides the packages, given a particular hardware configuration, on the basis of their real-time performance:

- high-end visualization tools: they are commercial packages that allow all the visualization and animation needs also on small laptops (e.g. Skyline [39]);
- middle class tools: they still can render big models, but with slow real-time performances (e.g. Virtual GIS [12]);
- low-end tools: mainly freeware on the Internet, they can display in real-time only small data sets (e.g. Cosmo Player [10]).

A big difficulty at the moment is the translation and interchange of 3D data between modeling/visualization packages. Each (modeling) software has always its own (binary) format. Even if they allow exporting files in other formats, the generated 3D file often cannot be imported in other packages. Usually the only workable export format from a CAD package is the DXF, which has no texture, requires large storage and often produces considerable errors. Some converters of 3D graphics file formats are available (PolyTrans [33], 3DWin [4], or [24]), but a standardization of the many 3D formats should be done to facilitate the exchanges of the models. Little standardizations have been done, like the VRML format [46] (AVI or MPEG for video), allowing easily exchanges of 3D models e.g. on the Internet. A good and complete visualization package should provide the possibility to import, display and export different 3D formats (Table 4) as well as image texture data. This flexibility is usually provided by some university self-developed packages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3DMax</th>
<th>VRML</th>
<th>Lightwave</th>
<th>Solid Works</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OpenFlight</td>
<td>DXF</td>
<td>Inventor</td>
<td>Stereolithography STL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple 3DMP</td>
<td>IGES</td>
<td>DirectX</td>
<td>Adobe Illustrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinema 4D</td>
<td>Maya</td>
<td>Shockwave</td>
<td>Wavefront OBJ/MTL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Most common 3D file formats.

5.3 Animation and Interactive Navigation of 3D Models

An animation of a 3D model can be defined as a sequence of ‘snapped’ frames, obtained from a visualization package and joined together. We can animate either the camera or the 3D model (all model or its single parts independently) or both. The model is viewed from different viewpoints and each view contributes to the sequence. The first animation were created using CAD software (AutoCAD, MicroStation) and wireframe models. Then vector data were also inserted to texture the objects and only in the middle of the 90’s, with the growth of computer memories, real images were used to produce photo-realistic 3D animated models.

Nowadays, according to standard definition and format, different viewers and software are available to display animated 3D models. AVI and MPEG formats are becoming very popular as well as free packages and viewers for these formats, giving a big push to animations and virtual flight creators. Another common standard for interactive and not pre-constructed visualization of 3D scenes is the 3D navigation (interactive or walk-trough). The user-interactivity is achieved with many tools (languages, libraries and software), as shortly presented afterwards. New tools become available every day, therefore a complete survey is not realistic and would not be complete: a good overview is presented in [Patias, 2001b].

A problem of most visualization packages is the aliasing effect: it appears during the rendering and the animation of a scene, because the spatial frequency of the scene is higher than Nyquist frequency of the monitor. Terrain visualization packages do not always provide antialiasing function for geometry and textures while computer animation packages allow antialiasing control.

5.3.1 VRML (Virtual Reality Modeling Language) [46]

It is one of the most common 3D interactive navigation language and also file format. The current standard is VRML 97, usually known as VRML 2. It is an ISO standard format for representing 3D models (the representation of geographic data in VRML is called GeoVRML). VRML language allows to create different 3D scenes through which the user can navigate using a (web) browser plug-in, like Cosmo Player (for web browsers), Vrweb or Vrwave (for Sun/SGI/Linux). TerraForm or SolidView or WorldView (for Windows PC). VRML gives also the possibility to store some key-positions defined in different viewpoints: then automatic flights through the 3D model can be generated according to the defined viewpoints.

5.3.2 Open Graphics Library (OpenGL) [29]

OpenGL is mainly a software interface to graphic hardware. The libraries consist of several procedures and functions to easily draw objects in 2D and 3D and control their rendering via hardware accelerators. Open GL is developed by Silicon Graphics (Cosmo Open GL) and Microsoft (Microsoft Open GL). It provides interactive animation and antialiasing function, but no portable 3D models. It can be combined with programming languages like C, Fortran, Delphi.

5.3.3 Skyline [39]

It is a full package, which does not require user programming and permit all visualization and animation needs. It is a high-end terrain visualization tool, allowing large data-set management, texturing with high-resolution images and real-time fly-through of geographic data.

5.4 Compression of geometric data sets

New measurement technologies usually produce large amounts of data which are then converted into meshes with hundred of millions of polygons. For some data sets of these sizes, common algorithms for real-time visualization,
animation and transmission of these meshes are not practical. Therefore, in the last decade, a trend, in particular in the graphic community, has been the study of sampled representation of these big data sets. The requirements were:
- speed up the transmission of big geometric models;
- improve the rendering and visualization performances;
- reduce the cost of storage and memory without losing important information.

Usually two types of information are encoded in the created meshes: the geometrical information (i.e. the position of the vertices in the space and the surface normals) and the topological information (i.e. the mesh connectivity and the relations between the faces). Based on these two information and on the needs listed before, many compression algorithms have been proposed, mainly for triangular meshes; these methods are based on:
- compression of the geometry of the data: they try to improve the storage of the numerical information of the meshes (positions of the vertices, normals, colours, etc.) or they look for an efficient encoding of the mesh topology [Deering, 1995; Taubin et al., 1998; De Floriani et al., 1998].
- control of the Level-of-Detail (LoD): it is done in particular for visualization purposes. The LoD varies smoothly throughout the scene and the rendering depends on the current position of the model. A control on the LoD allows view-dependent refinement of the meshes so that details that are not visible (occluded primitives or back faces) are not shown [Hoppe, 1998; Kumar et al., 1996; Duchaineau et al., 1997]. The control can also be performed on the texture using image pyramids (or MIP-mapping [27]), impostors [Karner et al., 2001; Wimmer et al., 2001] or a view-dependent texture mapping [Visnovcova et al., 2001].
- mesh optimization, filtering and decimation: they simplify the meshes removing vertices, edges and triangles. They can iteratively remove vertices that do not pass certain distance/angle criterion or collapse edges into a unique vertex [Hoppe, 1997]. Other approaches are based on vertex clustering [Rosignac et al., 1993], wiener filtering [Alexa, 2002] and wavelets [Gross et al., 1996].
- point rendering: it is applied in particular for point clouds visualization and it works by displaying a smaller number of primitives.

Between the proposed solutions, QSplat [Rusin et al., 2000] showed good results in terms of performances, real-time display, compression and quality of the rendered models. It was built at the Stanford University, during the large project “The Digital Michelangelo” and with the goal of constructing a software that could be useable also on low-end computers without special 3D support. It is free on the Internet and demonstrated real-time handling of 100 million to 1 billion points. QSplat is a point-based rendering system able to render the same object using shapes of different complexity for the splat element and different transparency to avoid aliasing (jagged edges) effects [36]. Other public domain tools for mesh simplification (also called 'Multiresolution Modeling Software') are VTK (Visualization Toolkit [47]), Jade [22], PolyReduce [32], Qslim [35]; commercial tools are Cosmo Worlds and OpenGL Optimizer for SGI [30], IBM Interaction Accelerator [19], Innovmetrix IMCompress [21]. For general overviews and further links, visit [42].

6. THE RECONSTRUCTION AND MODELING PROBLEM FROM ONE IMAGE

The generation of 3D geometry of a scene can be also performed from a single perspective image. Different cues like texture, focus and shading can be identified and used to process the image and infer 3D shapes. A classical approach projects a stripe pattern on the object and measures edge direction or surface normal. These systems require a camera and a projector and are mainly used for small and near objects (e.g. statues, faces) [Vuyyulesteke et al. 1990]. In case of man-made objects, planes, right angles and parallel lines must be contained in the image: the vanishing points and lines are determined and afterwards 3D (affine or metric) reconstruction can be performed using geometric image invariants [Van der Heuvel, 1998; Criminisi et al., 1999]. In case of free-form curved surfaces (e.g. persons or landscapes), given a set of user-specified constraints on the local shape of the scene, a smooth 3D surface can be generated. The user specifies point positions, normals, silhouette and RoI and a constrained optimisation algorithm compute the best surface that satisfies these constraints [Zhang et al., 2001].

Figure 8: Two example of 3D reconstruction from a single image. Upper: 3D model of a building reconstructed using vanishing points and straight lines information [Criminisi et al., 1999]. Lower: Landscape 3D model reconstructed by [Zhang et al., 2001] using specific constraints on the shape of the scene.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper a description of all the processes to convert a measured point cloud into a polygonal surface and then visualize it with a computer has been presented. An almost complete overview of the modeling/visualization solutions has been reported, including also spline-based packages, but many other solutions are probably implemented in various labs and we are not informed of them. Even if the concepts and algorithms of the modeling software are quite straightforward, the performance of the software is strictly related to the implementation and to the hardware. Moreover all the existing software for modeling and visualize 3D objects are specific for certain data sets. Commercial 'reverse engineering' packages do not produce correct meshes without dense point clouds. On the other hand visualization tools can do nothing to improve a badly modeled scene and the
rendering can get worse the results if antialiasing or level of detail control are not available.
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